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“Fear of the Dentist is now a 
thing of the Past”
Oraliah ensures that you experience world-class 
facility treatment, so you will be too relaxed to feel 
the pain

www.oraliahdental.com

Expertly developed by our pain avoidance 
specialist, working together with your dentist.

A unique treatment methodology

Constantly seeking technologies that reduce 
pain and alleviate the fear.

New technologies and methods

Our modern treatment rooms are equipped 
to distract and redirect you during treatment, 
so you don't focus on the discomfort or pain.

Too distracted to think about the pain

The fastest, most effective, and least painful 
treatment for you.

An individualized treatment plan

PAINLESS ROOT CANAL 
PROCEDURE 

 “NO PAIN, 
NO PROBLEM”
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Oraliah brings painless solutions for root canal 
procedures as we believe that “Everyone should 
have access to high dental care”. Besides this, we 
offer:

Advanced sensor 
and X-ray 
machine

ISO-certified 
sterilization machine 

with water quality 
sensor

Electronic Medical 
Records for patient 

history 

UV Chamber for 
storage of sterilized 
dental equipment

Latest digital imaging 
plate system called 

RIO Scan

State of the Art 
equipment

International 
Treatment 
Standards

Israeli High 
tech Dental 

Solutions

“WITH PROPER PAIN 
MANAGEMENT, THERE IS NO 
NEED TO FEAR THE DENTIST”

THESE ARE SIGNS 
INDICATING THAT YOU WILL 

NEED A ROOT CANAL. 

"DO ANY OF THESE 
SYMPTOMS RING A BELL?"

Root canal is done to fix and save a tooth that is 
seriously rotted or becomes tainted. During  this 
process, the nerve and mash are removed from the 
insides of the tooth, and then cleaned and sealed. 
Without treatment, the tissue encompassing the 
tooth will become contaminated and abscesses 
might frame. In order to avoid such complexities in 
your mouth and in your life, opt for Oraliah dental 
care and experience a painless root canal 
procedure.
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WHAT IS THE ROOT CANAL?

Hot and Cold 
Sensitive

Dental 
abscess 

Immense pain in 
dental roots while 

chewing food 

Swollen 
Gums

Root canal was considered a very painful procedure 
that includes deep cleaning of canals or the inner 
chamber of the root. This procedure sometimes 
included irritation to the surrounding gums and 
nerves and therefore, most of the time, laymen did 
not consider it a solution to their deep-rooted 
dental issues. 

The temporary solution of avoiding pain ultimately 
results in permanent tooth cracking, swelling of 
gums, and extreme pain, thereby resulting in the 
need for a dental crown. 

Thanks to innovation in dental technology, we 
can now assure that root canals aren't as painful 
as they sound anymore. 
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